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	22430 Spiky_EN (2)
	22430 Spiky_EN (1)
	未标题

	content: 5 dragons,1 Dragon Egg; 1 number & symbol dice; 20 flints;1 bag
	main goal: Tactile distinction: Distinguishing and identifying by touch.
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to recognize the numbers 1 to 5 and sort the dragons according to their spikes.Motor skills: Learn to use your tactile perception to find out the correct dragon.Social skills: Enhance social skills by playing together.
	basic concept: Tactile distinction, Fine motor skills
	step 1: Put the dragons in the bag, the egg in the middle of the table and the flints around the egg. 
	step 2: First player rolls the dice:- rolls a number 1-5: he/ she has to feel the amount of spikes. He/ she can take a flint if it was right and if it was wrong the next player rolls the dice.- rolls the egg: the child that catches the egg first gets a flint. So watch out! Because everyone can roll an egg at anytime.
	step 3: The one who wins 5 flints at first is the winner.
	advanced concept: Sensing
	advanced concept1: 3 player sit in a row. The player at the back receives the dice, the players sitting before him get the flints and the front players get the bag containing the dragons. The dragon egg is not required this time. The player at the back rolls the dice, so that the other players can’t see and writes the number with his finger on the back of the child in front. They must identify the number drawn and set the relevant amount of flints on the table. Now the player at the front must sense the correct dragon spikes in the bag, based on the flints that were set out. If he is right, the team receives a flint. Now it’s the other team’s turn. The team that has collected the most flints at theend wins.
	Text2: Distinction
	product: Spiky
	activities: All dragons are placed in the bag. The teacher reads out a mathematic exercise, using the number range 1-5, for example 2 + 2. (You can illustrate this very well using the finger.) Whoever guesses the answer first, reaches into the bag and tries to feel the dragon with the correct number of spikes. Giving the correct result, the player gets a flint. To make the challenge more difficult, you can extend the number range to 10 and let the children subtract, for example: 8 – 5 = 3. But be careful! Whether adding or subtracting, the result can only be 5 at most. For each number that is greater than 5, the dragon egg can be grabbed.
	productNO: 22430          
	main observation: Is the child able to distinguish and identify the dragon spikes by touch?
	extra observation: Could you remark an interest in counting?Is the child able to find the right number of spikes among others?Is the child able to bring the dragons in correct order according to the spikes?Are the children able to play together?Could the children solve easy calculating exercises?Are the children interested in mathematic education?
	Text1: Tactile Distinction


